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Recently it has been shown that a consistent theory of the open boso
nic stríng in an external electromagnetic field can be constructed as long 
as the strength of the externai electric field is less than a certain critical va
lue/ 1-31 • A crucial point was the use of a special block-diagonal form for 

* the electromagnetic strength tensor FI1V • In the case of four-dimensional 
space-time a fonn like that of F corresponds 'to the parallel electric and mag

I1V 
netic fields. From the physical point of view the other configuration of the 
background electromagnetic field is the most interesting, when the electric
and magnetic fields are equal and perpendicular to each other 

The constraint on the background electric field was obtained in I 11 by 
two methods. Firstly it was obtained by analysing the boundary conditions 
on the string coordinates in the orthononnal gauge. lt should be noted that 
this reasoning is valid for arbitrary space-time dependence of F (x). Second
ly, this constraint was deduced by detennining the mass sp~trum of the 
open bosonic string in a background electromagnetic field. Here the follo
wing assumptions have been made. One puts (x) consto .Only in this :::zFl1 v 
case the solution of the equations of motion of the stríng obeying the cor
responding boundary conditions can be obtained in an explicit formo In ad
dition it was supposed that the charges q 1 and q2 at the string ends satisfy 
the condition q 1 + q 2 = 0, í.e. the net charge of the string is zero. In this 
case on1y the total momentum of the string is a conserved quantity, and 
as a consequence, one can define the m88S of the string. Further in/li the 
light-like gauge fiam the free string theory was generalized to the string in 
a background electromagnetic field. It can be made lor the strings with a 
zero net charge too. As a result one can obtain an expression for the squa
red mess of the open neutral string M2 in tenns of the independent transver
se variables. Further it turns out that the internal string oecíllatíons give no 
tachyonic contribution to M2, only if the strength of the background field 
is less than its criticaI value. It can be considered as a criterion of stability 

* In rçality, one obtains a constraint on some expression constructed from inva
riants of the tensor FIl which determines the strength of the electrtc field in a special 
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of the string dynamics in an external electromagnetic field / 2/. But there 
arises the problem of interpretation of the tachyonic contribution to M2 from 
the motion of the string as a whole in transverse directions. 

An analogous expression for the squared mass of the open string pla
ced in an externaI perpendicular electric and magnetic fields cannot be ob
tained for arbitrary string charges q 1 and q2' In the case when q 1 + q 2 = ° 
the operator M2 has been found in /3/. It contains also tachyonic contribu{Ir tion from translational motions of the string as a whole. Therefore a more 
direct method to study the string stability is the analysis of the boundary 
conditions on the string coordinates in the case of perpendicular external 
fields, as well. This is the aim of this short communication., 

The open charged bosonic string in a background electromagnetic field 
is described by the equations of motion 

XI1_~I1=O, 11.=0.1, •••• D-l, 

(1) 
x Jl = x 11( r. a ), - oo < r < + oc , O s: a S. TT , 

by the orthonormal gauge conditions
 

. "2 . "
 
(x ± X) = O, x = ar X, x".. aa x (2) 

and by the boundary conditions I 4. 5/ 

TXJl + q 1FJlV (x) . XV := O. o:» O , 
(3) 

T ~11 - q 2Fll v (x) . Xv == O • a TT. 

where T is the string tension, ql and q2 are charges at the stríng ends, FJlV (x) is 
the strength tensor of the background electromagnetic field. We assume that 
the matrix F J:' has the following blockdiagonal forro 

I1

A 
F== (4):]o 

where A is a (4 x 4 )-matrix of the form 

O 
- R

An O 
O 

nnd B is the 

R O o 
O O R 
O O O (5) 

R O O 

block-diag~aL(D..-A)x.,?-=-4).~rix 
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(6)
B = diag(B 1 , B 2, •••• B(D/2-2) ). 

Here B i = 1,2,... , (D/2) - 2 are (2 x 2)-matrices 
i

, 

- H i (7)B. = I O 
1 H Oi ~,}' 

We assume for definiteness that O is an even number. ~ 
As has been shown in I li , the constraint on the externaI electric field E in 

the case of parallel electric and magneric fields results from the violation of 

the conditions 

~2LO, ~2':s:O (8) 

at the string ends when 

q a 2
(-E) > 1, a= 1,2. (9) 

1.' 

In Ddimensional space-time the metric with signature (+, - , -, ...) is used. 
lf 0= 4, then eq.(9) can be rewritten as 

(9' )./'1 2+1 2_1 >1 
v 1 2 1 ' 

where 

q 2 
1 = ( ~) 2 F Fflv 21 = ( ~) F Ffll/

2 1.' flv •1 21.' flV ' 

As is well-known, condition (8) entails the absence of superlight velocities 
in the string dynamics. 

Let us show that in the case of the perpendicular background field 
with the tensor Fflv of form (4)-(7) the'condition (8) at the ends of the string 
is not violated for the arbitrary values of R( x) and Hi (x) . For this purpo
se the explicit forro of the matrix (F 2) 1/ = F~~ . Fpv . is required. By a 

'Idirect calculation we get fl 

A2 . 
F 2 (10)= I
 

O
 : 2\ 
ti 

. 

R2 O O _R 2
 

O O O
 (11)
A

2 
=

I O 
O O O O 

_R 2 
O O R 2 

2 . 2 2 2 2 2 H2)
B = dí ag (H l' H l' H 2' H 2.' ••• , H D ' D •
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Using the boundary conditions (3) and (10), (11) we obtain 

~2= _ (~R)2(~O_ ~3)2_
 
1.'
 

(D/2)-2 . 
_ ( ~)2 L H ~[ (x 21 + l2 + (x 21 + 3)2] < O , (12) 

1.' i = 1 

a = 1. a O. a = 2, a = 1T . 

Thus, in the case of perpendicular fields the condition (8) at the string ends 
is always satisfied. Hence the velocities of the charges placed at the string 
ends in this background electromagnetic field do not exceed the velocity 
of light. 

Let us briefly consider the open fermionic string in a background elec
tromagnetic field. The action of this stríng in the orthonormaI gauge is 

T 1T . 2 ' 2 -fl O· - fl 1 ' 
IS = - 2" .r d T rda (x - X - i l/J p l/Jfl - i t/J p l/J fl ) 

O 

(13)
2 • 11 1 -fl v 

- L q f d r[ x N- (X) - - t/J t/J F (x) 1, 
a= 1 a fl 2 uv 

where 

O -i 1 OOt/J fl = ( t/J~ ), ~ fl = t/J + fl PO , (Y =o O ), p = ( i O ), 
~ 

(14) 

F =a A-aA.
flV fl 1/ V fl 

For the ferrnionic variables we have the following boundary conditions 

Vfl 
(1.'t/J! + q at/J+ F ) Ô l/J-fl = (1.'t/J~ + q al/J-v FVfl ) o l/J+fl'v 

(15) 
a=l, a=O, a=2,a=1T'where 
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Theyare satisfied provided that 

",Ii - + ,/,fl. ô'/Y - + ô ,/Y - O'fi + - - 'fI-' 'fi + - - 'fi _, a - ,77'. (16) 

Thus for fermionic variabIes we have the same boundary conditions as for 
the free fermionic string. Hence, the stability of the fermionic string in a 
background eIectromagnetic fieId is defined by the dynamics of its boso
nic degrees of freedom. Therefore in the case of paraIIeI externaI fieIds we 
have in this string modeI the same constraint on the strength of the back
ground eIectric field as in the theory of bosonic string /1, 2/. 

The author would like to thank for kind hospitality the Aspen Center 
for Physics where this work has been performed. 
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Hecrepemco B.B. 
Ü craõarrsaocra OTKpbITbIX CTPYH 
B cPOHOBOM 3neKTpoMarHHTHoM none 

E2-87-805 

TIoKa3aHO, tITO orpaaaueaae na HanpJDKeHHOcTh aneumero 
3neKTpHtIeCKOrO nona OTCYTcTByeT, ecna OTKpbITaH 6030HHaH CTPy
na nOMeI.I.J;eHa B cPoHoBoe anexrposearnaraoe norre cnenaarrsnoá 
KOHcPHrypa~HH. B crryuae nersrpexraepaor-o npOCTpaHCTBa-BpeMeHH 
TaKaH KOHcPHrypaUHH cooraercrayer B3aHMHO nepneanarcynapnsn-r 
H paBHbIM no BenHtIHHe 3neKTpHtIeCKOMY H MarHHTHOMY norraxt. 
Ha cllepMHOHHhle nepexreaasre cnaaoaoü CTPYHbI aaeumee anexrpo
MarHHTHoe norte ne BnHHeT. 

Pa60Ta asmonaeaa B JIa60paTopHH TeOpeTHtIeCKOH cPH3HKH 
üI1HI1. 

Flperrpmrr Ü6'benHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyra anepasrx HCCJIenOBaHHH. ,[ly6Ha 1987 

Nesterenko V.V. E2-87-805 
On the Stability of the Open Strings 
in Background Electromagnetic Field 

It is shown that the constraint on the strength of an externai 
electric field is absent when the open bosonic string is placed in an 
external electromagnetic field of a special configuration. In the case 
of four-dimensional space-time it corresponds to the electric and 
magnetíc fields which are equal and perpendicular to each other. 
The externai electromagnetic field does not act on the fermionic 
varíables of the spinning string. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theo
retica1 Physics, JINR. 
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